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Abstract

The influence of depletion interactions on the transport of micrometer-sized, negatively charged polystyrene latex particles throu
media was studied by analysis of particle breakthrough curves as a response to short-pulse particle injections to the inlet of a pac
of glass beads. The column outlet latex particle concentration profiles and the total amount of particles exiting the column were d
as a function of the concentration of small, silica nanoparticles in the solution and the bulk flow rate. Because of similar charges,
particles do not adsorb to either the latex particles or glass beads and thus induce an attractive depletion force between the latex p
glass bead collectors. The total column outlet latex particle amount was calculated by integrating the measured breakthrough co
curve and compared to the known amount of injected particles at the column inlet. It was found that the particle recovery was a d
function of the silica nanoparticle concentration and the carrier fluid residence time, and an increasing function of the velocity in
In addition, removing the silica nanoparticles from the flowing solution caused a second outlet peak to appear, suggesting that s
polystyrene particles were captured in secondary energy wells. The experimental data were interpreted using the predicted pote
profile between a single particle and a glass bead, which was assumed to consist of electrostatic, van der Waals, and depletion c
The results indicate that secondary energy wells significantly affect particle transport behavior through porous media.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

Keywords:Colloid transport; Particle adsorption; Reversible adsorption; Particle deposition; Colloidal forces; Depletion forces; Depletion interaction;
Phase separation; Secondary minimum effect
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1. Introduction

Depletion interaction arises from the presence of a sm
ler, nonadsorbing species in a particle suspension, suc
polymer molecules, micelles, or other small nanopartic
The origin of the interaction was first explained succe
fully by Asakura and Oosawa using the concept that
free volume available to nonadsorbing polymer molecu
increases whenever two hard particles approach sufficie
close, which is energetically favorable [1]. Since this cl
sic study, a substantial amount of theoretical and mode
work has been focused on the problem (reviews are give
Seebergh and Berg [2] and Jenkins and Snowden [3]). In
dition, direct experimental measurement of the interac
has been obtained with a variety of techniques, includ
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s

the surface force apparatus [4], atomic force microsc
[5–8], total internal reflection microscopy [9–14], differe
tial electrophoresis [15], optical tweezer methods [16],
the hydrodynamic force balance method [17].

The present paper focuses on the still unexplored effe
depletion interactions on the transport behavior of collo
particles in porous media. The work is unique in that p
vious experimental studies have focused primarily on s
systems (i.e., no bulk transport). The experiments also p
whether shallow, reversible, secondary energy wells can
nificantly alter the particle transport and retention behav
One advantage of using depletion interactions to study
question is that the location and depth of the secondary
ergy well can be controlled via the size and concentra
of the nonadsorbing species. In addition, because the d
of the secondary depletion well will depend on the phys
properties of the particles (i.e., the size and charge den
depletion interactions could potentially be used to enha
the separation of particles in a packed bed. Specifically,
ticles that experience a larger attraction (and hence de
eserved.
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secondary energy well) would travel through the bed m
slowly than particles experiencing a weaker attraction.

The paper is organized as follows. An overview of t
primary particle-collector interaction forces acting in o
experimental system is first presented. The depletion inte
tion is modeled using the force-balance approach origin
developed by Walz and Sharma [18] and later modified
Piech and Walz to include the effects of polydispersity [
and shape [20] of the nonadsorbing material on the deple
interaction between two surfaces. This model assumes
all species interact through screened electrostatic forces
uses a second-order virial expansion to calculate the ra
distribution of the nonadsorbing material around the pa
cles and surfaces. We then present a series of experim
in which pulses of micrometer-sized polystyrene sphe
are transported through a packed bed of spherical g
beads (collectors) in the presence of various concentra
of nanometer-sized silica colloids. Because of the nega
charge present on all surfaces, minimal adsorption of
silica occurs to either the polystyrene or glass, produc
a depletion interaction between the particles and collec
Latex particle breakthrough concentrations were meas
using a UV/Vis spectrophotometer in a flowthrough cell s
cially designed for colloidal applications. Experiments w
also conducted at varying bulk flow rates to explore the
fect of hydrodynamics and residence time on the fractio
particles captured. The breakthrough curves were anal
qualitatively using the predicted particle-collector ene
profiles.

2. Theory

The total interaction energy between a single part
and a spherical collector in the experiments descri
below consists of three primary components: a scree
electrostatic repulsion arising from the charged surfaces
attractive van der Waals (London dispersion) interaction,
a depletion/structural interaction produced by the prese
of the nonadsorbing nanoparticles. Thus

(1)E(h) = Eelect(h) + Evdw(h) + Edep(h),

whereh represents the gap width between a single par
and a collector. We assume here that the interaction betw
a particle and a collector is unaffected by the presenc
other particles (i.e., the energies are a function only of
particle-collector gap width), which is valid for relative
low particle concentrations.

We will model all electrostatic interactions in the syste
using the linear superposition approximation (LSA) of B
et al. [21]. For two spherical particles of radiiai and aj ,
separated by gap widthh, the repulsive energy is

(2)Eelec(h) = 4πεrε0

(
kT

)2

YiYj

aiaj
exp(−κh),
e r
t

l

s

wherer is the center-to-center distance between the sph
(r = h + ai + aj ), εr is the relative dielectric constant o
the medium,ε0 is the permittivity of free space,e is the
electron charge,κ−1 is the Debye length, andYi and Yj

are the effective surface potentials of particlesi and j ,
respectively (the definition of the effective surface poten
is given in Bell et al.). As stated by the authors, this equa
is believed to be the correct limiting form of the potential
large values ofκh for all surface potentials, particle rad
and electrolyte types, provided that the correct values
Yi and Yj are used. Even though the LSA method ten
to slightly overestimate the interaction energy at sma
separations, Bell et al. state that at separations of one D
length and absolute surface potentials below 100 mV,
interaction energy predicted by Eq. (2) is within 10% of t
true value. For our particular experiments, the electros
repulsive forces were sufficiently strong that the repuls
energies between all components exceeded the characte
Brownian energy,kT , at separations larger than the bu
Debye length. Because of the dominance of Brown
relative to convective motion in the experiments, Eq. (2
applicable here (i.e., all equilibrium separation distances
larger than the bulk Debye length).

The van der Waals attraction between the particle and
collector was calculated as

(3)Evdw(h) = −1

6

(
apac

ap + ac

) ∞∫
h

A(h′)
h′2 dh′,

whereA is the Hamaker constant for the interaction betw
two planar half-spaces separated by gap widthh′. This pa-
rameter was calculated here using the Lifshitz continu
theory with the appropriate dielectric spectra data taken f
Parsegian and Weiss [22]. Equation (3) uses the Derja
approximation to account for the effect of the curvature
the particle and collector surfaces, which is valid in th
experiments because of the relatively large size of the p
cles (0.96 µm diameter) and collectors (300 µm diamete

The depletion interaction between a particle and colle
was calculated using the force-balance model origin
developed by Walz and Sharma [18] and later modified
Piech and Walz [19,20]. We provide here a basic overv
of the model. A spherical particle of radiusap interacts with
a much larger spherical collector of radiusac across a gap
width h (see Fig. 1). The equilibrium system also conta
spherical, nonadsorbing depletant particles of radiusad at a
bulk number concentration,ρ∞. The total force exerted o
the particle by the surrounding nanoparticles can be wri
as

(4)Fdep(rcp) = −
∫
rpd

ρ(rpd, rcd)∇Epd(rpd) drpd,

where ρ(rpd, rcd) is the number density of the depleta
particles at some point in the fluid and∇Epd(rpd) is the
gradient of the interaction energy between a single par
and a depletant. The integration in this equation is perfor
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a spherical particle of radiusap and
a spherical collector of radiusac interacting across gap widthh in a
solution containing spherical nonadsorbing particles of radiusad and bulk
concentrationρ∞.

over the entire system volume. Note that the subscrip
d, and p refer to the collector, depletant, and parti
respectively.

The interaction energy,Epd(rpd), consists of a hard wa
repulsion plus a screened electrostatic interaction give
Eq. (2). The density distribution,ρ(rpd, rcd) was calculated
using a second-order virial expansion of the form

ρ(rpd, rcd) = ρ∞ exp
{−[

Epd(rpd) + Ecd(rcd)
]}

(5)× [
1+ b2(rpd, rcd) + O

(
ρ2∞

)]
,

where Ecd is the interaction energy between a sin
depletant and a collector andb2(rpd, rcd) is the second viria
coefficient for a depletant interacting simultaneously wit
particle and a collector. This coefficient is the first correct
in the virial expansion for interactions between the deple
particles themselves, which, again, are assumed to cons
screened electrostatic repulsions. Expression forb2(rpd, rcd)

are given by Walz and Sharma [18].
Note that Werónski and Walz [23] showed that fo

systems whereκap 	 1 andκac 	 1, the virial coefficient
for a depletant interacting with both a particle and a colle
can be accurately approximated as the sum of the
coefficients calculated independently for the particle
collector (i.e., superposition of the virial coefficients), wh
is the approach used in the Walz and Sharma mode
addition, for sufficiently low depletant concentrations,
can assume that the interaction energies between a pa
and a depletant,Epd, and a collector and a nanopartic
Ecd, are only function of the distance of separation. T
Epd(rpd) = Epd(rpd) and Ecd(rcd) = Ecd(rcd). Hence, the
final expression for the depletion interaction is

Fdep(rcp) = −
∫

rpd

ρ∞ exp
{−[

Epd(rpd) + Ecd(rcd)
]}

(6)× [
1+ b2(rpd, rcd)

]∇Epd(rpd) drpd.
f

e

The corresponding depletion energy,Edep(h), can be calcu
lated as

(7)Edep(h) = −
rcp∫

∞
Fdep(rcp) · drcp,

whereh = rcp − ap − ac.
There are a number of implicit assumptions in this

proach that should be moted here. First, by modeling
electrostatic interactions using Eq. (2) and the bulk s
tion properties (i.e., bulk Debye screening length), we
assuming that the ionic atmosphere around the depletan
ticles is not disturbed by the presence of the other cha
depletant particles and particles. This assumption shou
valid providedκad > 1 (κad is 1.8 in our experiments) an
the effective depletant particle concentration (i.e., the
ume occupied by the depletant particles plus the surroun
counterion cloud) is much less than 1. If we assume
the effective depletant particle radius is equal toad + κ−1,
then the highest effective volume fraction in our experime
was 0.15. The second assumption is related to our us
the superposition approximation, Eq. (5), which is valid
weakly overlapping double layers. Because of the relati
strong repulsive electrostatic energies in our system, the
effective volume fraction of depletant particles, and the
that convection effects were negligible at the depletion in
action range (the thickness of the diffusion boundary la
was orders of magnitude greater than the range of su
forces), this assumption is valid.

3. Experimental

3.1. Colloidal particles and granular porous media

Surfactant-free polystyrene latex particles containing
fate surface functional groups (batch 1-1000, Interfacial
namics Corp., Portland, OR) and colloidal silica (Snowtex
Nissan Chemical Industries, LTD) were used as model
loids and depletant nanoparticles, respectively. The man
turer-reported mean latex particle diameter was 0.96 ±
0.09 µm and the suspension concentration was 84 g/l. The
silica nanoparticle size reported by the manufacturer
11–14 nm. The silica suspension concentration was d
mined gravimetrically, yielding a volume fraction of 9.0 ±
0.9%. A packed bed of soda lime glass beads (Class V, F
Corp., Jackson, MS), with an average diameter of 0.27
was used as a granular porous medium.

3.2. Characterization of particles and glass beads

The size and electrophoretic mobility of the latex p
ticles were measured using a Brookhaven Instruments
taPALS (Brookhaven Instruments Corp., Holtsville, NY
A log-normal particle size distribution was assumed. The
ica nanoparticle size and electrophoretic mobility were m
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Table 1
Size and zeta potential of the colloids and glass beads

Material Concentration used in Measured Measure
the size and zeta diameter, zeta potent

potential measurements, µm mV
% vol

Polystyrene (4.0± 0.05) × 10−3 0.96± 0.03 −110± 15
Silica 3.0± 0.3 0.011± 0.002 −57± 2
Glass beads – 300± 30 −65± 3

sured using acoustic and electroacoustic spectroscopy
1200, Dispersion Technology Inc., Mt Kisco, NY) which
more precise compared to the traditional light-based te
niques for particles smaller than 100 nm [24]. A log-norm
distribution for the nanoparticle sizes was also assumed.
zeta potentials of the latex particles and silica nanoparti
were calculated from the measured electrophoretic mob
values using the program of O’Brien and White [25].

The streaming potential of the granular porous med
was determined with a streaming potential analyzer (
EKA, Brookhaven Instruments Corp.). The analyzer w
equipped with Ag–AgCl electrodes and a cylindrical c
with an inner diameter of 2.0 cm to house the granu
porous medium. The bed length was 4 cm and the poro
was 0.37. The streaming potential was converted to
potential using the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski equation
the Fairbrother and Mastin approach [26].

The measured properties of the latex particles, si
nanoparticles, and glass bead collectors are summariz
Table 1. Note that all measurements were conducted
solution having the same chemical composition as the
lution used during the corresponding column experime
The confidence intervals given here are the standard d
tion in the measured values (note that the diameters o
polystyrene and silica spheres were assumed to be dis
uted log normally).

3.3. Column setup

In our experiments we adopted a chromatographic sh
pulse technique first used for measuring colloid deposi
by Kretzschmar et al. [27]. Colloid transport experime
were conducted by injecting a 177.5 ± 1.6 µl pulse of col-
loidal particle suspension (1 g/l) to the inlet of an adjustable
height glass chromatography column (Omnifit USA, To
River, NJ) packed with clean glass beads (Fig. 2). The c
nection between the loop and the porous bed consiste
Teflon tubing (79 mm long, 0.8 mm i.d.) and a Tefl
column endpiece (115 mm long, 1.5 mm i.d.). The c
umn had an inner diameter of 1 cm. Polyethylene mes
(149 µm) were placed at both ends of the column.
porous medium was “wet-packed” in deionized water a
then washed with a solution used during the subseq
transport experiment. The packing porosity for each exp
ment was determined to be 0.37±0.01 based on a glass be
-

-

-

f

t

Fig. 2. Schematic of the column setup for particle transport experime

density of 2.5 g/cm3. The bed length was 14.8 ± 0.2 cm.
A constant flow of either a background electrolyte solut
or a solution of silica nanoparticles was delivered to
column by syringe pumps (Model 22, Harvard Apparat
Inc., Hilliston, MA) at the specified flow velocity. A chem
cally inert 4-port switching valve (Model V-100D, Upchurc
Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) was used to switch betwe
solutions smoothly. A Teflon low-pressure injection va
with continuous flow design (Model 5020, Supelco, Be
fonte, PA) was adopted to ensure accurate and smooth
injection of the particle suspension. The Teflon inject
loop volume (i.d. 0.8 mm) was determined by measur
the mass of water injected to the loop, based on a kn
water temperature and density. The colloid concentra
at the column outlet was monitored on-line with a UV/V
spectrophotometer (Hewlett-Packard Model 8453) equip
with a flowthrough cell. The column apparatus and all
cessories were carefully cleaned between experimental
with a strong acid (HCl) followed by a final rinse with deio
ized water. Care was taken to prevent or remove air bub
from the system, and the system was kept closed to pre
absorption of CO2.

Three important modifications were introduced to
standard column setup to achieve improved reproducib
of the experimental results. First, the output of the sys
was closed with a syringe collecting the waste electrol
Thus the system had no open ends, which provided b
pressure and flow stabilization. Second, the tubing betw
the column and the flowthrough cell was replaced wit
short, stiff Teflon connector (Model P-645, Upchurch S
entific) to minimize hydrodynamic dispersion effects. La
a new custom-made flowthrough cell was employed in
spectrophotometer.

Because standard flowthrough cells are designed pri
ily for measurement of molecular species, where the typ
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the custom-made flowthrough cell used in conjun
with a UV–Vis spectrophotometer to monitor the column outlet la
particle concentration.

diffusion time scale is orders of magnitude lower than tha
colloidal particles, the geometry of a standard flowthro
cell, which has a sudden change in diameter at the inlet, l
to mixing problems in the cell. To overcome this proble
we designed a cell with cylindrical geometry and an inner
ameter equal to the inner diameter of the column-cell Te
connector (1.5 mm). The main part of this cell (Fig. 3) w
a piece of quartz tubing (inner and outer diameters of
and 3.5 mm, respectively, and length 34 mm) installed in
of a piece of plastic (Black Darlin, 12.5× 12.5× 50.0 mm).
A cylindrical cross-through hole (1 mm in diameter) at
center of the plastic block, 15 mm from the bottom, ensu
correct illumination of the flowing suspension and serve
the cell window. The total suspension path length betw
the column outlet and the cell window (column end-pie
column-cell connector, and quartz tubing) was 90 mm w
a fixed inner diameter of 1.5 mm. The diameter of the w
dow was somewhat smaller (67%) than the inner diamet
the cell to avoid reflection of light.

Because the cylindrical quartz cell was not perfectly p
pendicular to the light beam, a higher noise-to-signal r
was obtained. We improved this ratio by averaging the m
sured light intensity over a wavelength range of 100
s

(101 wavelength values from 350 to 450 nm), and increa
the spectrophotometer signal integration time from
to 1.8 s. These modifications produced a noise-to-signa
tio on the order of 1%. The cell had good flow stability a
the intensity of light scattered from a simple colloidal disp
sion was very reproducible. Mass balances performed u
either colloidal particles or an inert tracer (KNO3), based on
comparison of the injected substance mass to the total
calculated by integration of the breakthrough curve, were
ways reproducible to within a few percent.

3.4. Particle transport experiments

The effect of fluid flow velocity and nanoparticle co
centration on the latex particles breakthrough curves
investigated in nine series of experiments conducte
three different flow rates (0.60, 0.30, and 0.15 cm3/min,
corresponding to approach velocities of 0.13, 0.064,
0.032 mm/s, respectively) and three different silica volum
concentrations (3, 1.5, and 0.6%). Each series, consistin
a calibration measurement plus three specific experim
(to be described later), was performed on the same day
the same flow rate, silica concentration, and porous
packed immediately before the series. A reference UV
absorption measurement (blank) was always made im
diately before calibration and for every experiment. T
temperature was kept at 23± 1 ◦C and the solution pH
was maintained at 10 during all experiments to minim
deposition of the polystryene particle onto the collec
beads.

Calibration of the spectrophotometer was conducted
ing three different concentrations of a freshly prepa
latex particle suspension. The three samples were prod
by 4-, 8-, and 16-fold dilution of the initial suspensio
and the resulting absorbance readings spanned the
of readings observed in the actual transport experime
The absorbance was found to be proportional to polysty
concentration with a proportionality coefficient of appro
imately 370 mg/(l a.u.) and a standard deviation low
than 1%. Note that because of small changes in the
centration of polystyrene particles used in the calibra
samples, this proportionality constant varied slightly fr
one experimental series to the next; however, the devia
was never greater than 20%. It should be noted that this
not of great concern, since our interest was not in the
solute number of latex particles exiting the bed but rather
change in the number of particles produced by the add
of the silica nanospheres. The absorbance measured o
period of approximately 5 min for every polystyrene conc
tration was stable, indicating that polystyrene aggrega
was negligible. Immediately after calibration, the pack
column was connected to the pump and tubing system
the transport experiments were conducted.

We observed in our studies that the properties of
packed bed changed slightly from one series to the next
cause of this, the first experiments in each series consist
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measuring the transport behavior of the polystyrene collo
particles in the absence of any depletion interaction (
no silica nanoparticles present) to obtain a reference br
through curve. After equilibration of the system, a pu
of the polystyrene suspension was injected into the b
ground electrolyte (KOH plus KCl) to initiate the partic
transport experiment. Due to the very small amount of
injected polystyrene suspension, its effect on solution
or ionic strength can be neglected. Obviously, local
creases in ionic strength and pH no doubt occurred at
point of injection, but these changes had no significant
fect on polystyrene aggregation in solution due to the la
particle–particle repulsive energy barrier. Further, due to
relatively high ion diffusion rate and effective mixing
the suspension at the column inlet, these local effects c
be neglected. Once the column outlet particle concentra
became negligible (typically after 1.9 pore volumes),
background electrolyte was switched to deionized wate
estimate the amount of reversibly adsorbed polystyrene.
experiment was continued for additional 2.2 pore volume

The second experiment in each series was designed
vestigate the transport behavior of the colloidal particle
the presence of a depletion interaction. The starting b
ground solution was a silica suspension with predeterm
aliquots of potassium chloride (KCl) and 1 M potassium
droxide (KOH) stock solutions added to adjust the pH to
and the ionic strength to 10 mM. After equilibration of t
system, a pulse of the polystyrene suspension was inje
into the background silica suspension to initiate the pa
cle transport experiment. After 2.9 pore volumes, when
measured column effluent absorbance became neglig
the background suspension was switched to an electr
solution with the same solution pH and ionic strength
no silica nanoparticles. This eliminated the depletion
teraction without any change in the electrostatic and
der Waals forces, allowing particles attached to the col
tor surface in the secondary minimum to be released f
the bed. For experiments where the depletion interac
effect was sufficiently strong, we observed an absorba
peak in the bed effluent, indicating a sudden release of l
particles from the bed. Finally, when the colloid concen
tion again became very low (after 5.1 pore volumes),
background electrolyte was switched to deionized wate
estimate the amount of polystyrene still remaining in
bed. Typically a small absorbance peak was detected.
experiment was continued until the particle concentratio
the column effluent eventually reached zero (after a tota
7.3 pore volumes).

The concentration of silica nanoparticles used to p
duce the depletion interaction was high enough to contri
slightly to the measured absorbance. We thus perform
final experiment in every series to measure this contribu
and correct the absorbance from the polystryene/silica m
tures. This experiment was conducted in exactly the s
way as the second one (i.e., the background solution
tained the silica particles) but we injected deionized wa
-

-

,

instead of the polystyrene suspension to the loop. (DI w
was used to simulate the slight dilution of the silica s
pension produced by the injected pulse.) Absorbance va
measured in this experiment were subtracted from values
tained in the second experiment to determine the scatte
effect resulting from the polystyrene particles alone.

In addition to the nine series discussed above (three s
concentrations at three different flow rates), two other se
of experiments were performed to measure the effec
residence time and flow rate. These series used a s
volume concentration of 3% and an approach velocity
0.032 mm/s (Q = 0.15 cm3/min). The first of these serie
was conducted as described above but the porous bed l
was reduced to 7.4 cm. Because a shorter column res
in a longer tailing in the breakthrough curve, we chang
the background switching time to 2.3 pore volumes in
first experiment and to 4.6 and 8.6 in the second and t
experiments of the series. This produced a total time of
first experiment of 4.5 pore volumes, and 12.7 pore volum
for the second and third experiments.

The other additional series, composed of two exp
ments, was designed to test the effect of a controlled incr
in flow rate. The first experiment in this series was conduc
in the same manner as described above (i.e., breakthr
in the absence of added silica nanoparticles). In the
ond experiment, however, the background silica suspen
was not removed. Instead, the flow rate was increased e
8 s by about 10%, starting with a velocity of 0.032 mm/s
(Q = 0.15 cm3/min) at 2.4 pore volumes and increasing t
velocity of 0.13 mm/s (Q = 0.60 cm3/min) at 2.7 pore vol-
umes. The experiment was continued until 7.1 pore volu
when the measured light intensity reached its final level.

Finally, we performed several tests to check that
experimental setup yielded reproducible results and accu
mass balances. These tests were performed by inject
pulse of either an inert tracer (2 mM KNO3) or a colloidal
suspension of polystyrene latex particles in the 14.8 cm l
bed. For the tests with the polystyrene particles, the solu
pH and ionic strength were the same as those used in
actual experiments, and the flow rates used in both the tr
and colloidal suspension tests were the same as those
above experiments. All tests were continued for three p
volumes to allow the measured absorbance values to re
to their background values and each test was repeated.

4. Results

In this section we present the measured particle br
through curves. Note that all points in the figures repres
experimental data (normalized concentration versus
volume) with no fitting. In all figures the recovery,η, is cal-
culated asη = 100%mi/ml , wheremi(tf) = Q

∫ tf
0 c(t) dt is

the total mass of tracer or polystyrene particles detected
ing measurement until timetf . Herec is concentration,t is
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Fig. 4. Colloid elution profiles at different flow rates with no added sil
nanoparticles (control runs).

time,Q is volumetric flowrate, andml is total mass of trace
or polystyrene particles injected to the loop.

4.1. Verification of the flowthrough cell

As moted above, a series of experiments were perfor
with either an inert tracer or a suspension of polystyr
particles to test the system mass balance and reprodu
ity with the custom-made flowthrough cell. Tracer bre
through curves were very smooth, the total recovery
always equal to 98–99%, and the reproducibility of
results was very good. The latex particle transport be
ior through the packed bed column at flow rates of 0
0.30, and 060 cm3/min (two measurements at each flo
rate) is depicted in Fig. 4. All the profiles are smooth a
very reproducible. The nearly identical shape of the cu
suggests that the hydrodynamic dispersion in the bed i
sentially the same for all flow rates used. It should be no
that the polystyrene particle recovery increased slightly w
flow, which may result from some mixing problems in t
flowthrough cell or simply from reduced particle retenti
at higher flow rates.

4.2. Effect of silica concentration and flow rate

Results of the nine experimental series designed to
the impact of depletion interaction on particle transport
retention are presented in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The figures s
the data obtained at volumetric flow rates of 0.60, 0
and 0.15 cm3/min, respectively. Graphs a, b, and c in ea
figure correspond to silica volume concentrations of
1.5, and 3%, respectively. In addition, each graph shows
breakthrough for the reference experiment performed
no added silica nanoparticles. As seen, depending on
flow rate and silica concentration, one can distinguish
to three peaks in the plots, corresponding to polystyr
particles breaking through (1) in the presence of the s
nanoparticles, (2) after the removal of the silica particles
-

-

t

Fig. 5. Colloid elution profiles at flow rateQ = 0.60 cm3/min. The silica
concentrations used in the graphs were: (a)φ = 0.6% vol, (b)φ = 1.5% vol,
and (c)φ = 3.0%. In each graph, the first peak is the particle breakthro
in the presence of the silica nanoparticles, the second peak is the b
through resulting from replacing the silica suspension with an electro
solution with the same pH and ionic strength, and the third peak is
breakthrough resulting from replacing the electrolyte solution with de
ized water (the arrows indicate time of switching the background solut

flowing the background electrolyte solution, and (3) a
switching from the electrolyte solution to deionized wa
The value ofη given in each graph corresponds to
cumulative particle recovery after each of these peaks.
the reference experiments (no silica nanoparticles),
reference peaks were typically observed, correspondin
the initial breakthrough in the presence of the electro
solution, plus a second breakthrough when the electro
solution was replaced with deionized water (the latter
always very small, ca. 1%). For these systems, we repor
cumulative recovery value after each of these two peaks

The effect of a depletion interaction can be seen
comparing the polystyrene particle recovery in the abse
of silica nanoparticles to that obtained in the presenc
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, except that the carrier fluid flow rate isQ =
0.30 cm3/min. The silica concentrations in graphs a–c are the same
Figs. 5a–5c.

Table 2
Fractional Recovery of latex particles from the breakthrough peak
Figs. 5–7

Silica conc, Flow rate, cm3/min
% vol

0.15 0.3 0.6

0.6 96/94 96/86 92/98
1.5 90/80 85/61 86/84
3.0 83/34 91/51 104/79

First and second values correspond to recoveries with no depl
interaction (no silica present) and with depletion interaction (silica pres
respectively.

the silica. These recoveries are represented by the are
the corresponding peaks in the graphs in Figs. 5–7 and
summarized in Table 2. For each particular flow rate
silica concentration, the first value is the percentage reco
with no added silica (experiment one of each series), w
the second value is the recovery in the presence of the s
f

.

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5, except that the carrier fluid flow rate isQ =
0.15 cm3/min. The silica concentrations in graphs a–c are the same
Figs. 5a–5c.

It is clear that, for a given flow rate, the amount
polystyrene latex particles recovered decreases as the
centration of silica increases. The flow rate also app
to have an effect on the recovery in presence of the s
nanoparticles, such that the recovery is generally highe
the higher flow rates; however, this trend is clearly not
served with the 1.5% silica concentration. These trends
discussed in greater detail in the following section.

5. Discussion

5.1. Predicted interaction energy profiles

Describing the particle transport and retention beha
in our system in a rigorous, theoretical manner would be
tremely difficult. One reason for this difficulty is the fact th
the depletion-induced deposition is a reversible proces
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volving secondary energy wells. Since such secondary w
occur at relatively large separation distances from the
face, particles captured in such wells are likely mobile
can thus translate along the collector surface, in add
to attaching, detaching, and reattaching to the collec
Such a process could clearly lead to vastly different trans
pathways (i.e., bulk convection versus “jumping” betwe
collector beads). Also, due to the rapid change in col
concentration at the peak area and relatively slow accu
lation of particles at the secondary well, an exact anal
of particle transport is very cumbersome. In addition,
cause the attractive depletion force is relatively weak,
hydrodynamic drag force exerted on particles trapped
the surface may contribute significantly to the detachm
rate. Predicting this contribution would be difficult, as t
drag force will vary both with the separation distance
tween the particle and the collector and the position of
particle on the spherical collector surface. Finally, it is w
known that the surface charge density on the surface o
glass collector beads may be heterogeneous, which can
a significant effect on the rate of particle attachment
detachment. (These last two effects are discussed furthe
low.) Thus, rather than attempting a rigorous descript
we will analyze the process qualitatively using the predic
equilibrium potential energy profiles.

Since the pH and ionic strength of all solutions w
fixed, the equilibrium energy profiles are functions only
the concentration of the silica nanoparticles. The profiles
the 0.6, 1.5, and 3.0% vol concentrations used in the ex
ments are shown in Fig. 8. Because of the strong electros
repulsion between the like-charged latex particles and
glass bead collectors, the barrier to primary, irreversible
position is very large and can be considered infinite. W
no added silica nanoparticles, little, if any, secondary we
predicted, meaning that no particle deposition should oc
At silica concentrations of 0.6, 1.5, and 3.0%, secondary

Fig. 8. Colloid particle–collector interaction profiles based on Eq.
at three different values of the depletant concentration. The spe
parameters used here were those corresponding to the experimental
(see Table 1). The dash-dot-dot line shows the DLVO profile.
e

-

m

ergy wells of 2, 5, and 11kT , respectively, are formed. Th
location of the wells varies from 25 nm (κh = 8.3) in the
0.6% silica system to 19 nm (κh = 6.3) in the 3.0% system
In the 3.0% system, a secondary barrier of approxima
3kT is also predicted. As discussed by various authors (
for example, [9,13,28–30]), this barrier results from ord
ing of the nanoparticles in the gap region. Sharma et al.
showed that at sufficiently high nanosphere concentrat
this barrier can actually become large enough to stab
a system against secondary flocculation (typically term
depletion restabilization). The 3kT barrier predicted here
however, would not be sufficient to produce such rest
lization.

5.2. Relating transport behavior to potential energy profi

A particle moving through the bed in the presence of
nonadsorbing silica particles that comes sufficiently cl
to a collector surface can enter the secondary energy w
shown in the potential profiles in Fig. 8. For the system
which the energy well is only severalkT in depth, such a
the well at the lowest silica concentration, the probability
detachment will be relatively high. Note that the probabi
of detachment scales roughly as exp(−Ewell/kT ), where
Ewell is the depth of the secondary energy well. Thus, aft
relatively short time spent at the collector surface the par
will continue to travel through the bed. Because of the fin
time spent in the well, though, the effective particle transp
rate would be slower in the presence of secondary en
wells. In addition, because of the stochastic nature of
deposition and detachment process, the breakthrough
should be wider. However, the particle recovery in the fi
pulse should still be near 100%.

The breakthrough curves in Figs. 5a, 6a, and 7a (sum
rized in Table 2) clearly support the trend discussed ab
This is especially evident in Fig. 7a, where the first pea
substantially broader in the presence of the silica partic
yet the total recovery is still 94%. Moreover, the results
the lowest flow rate (Fig. 7) suggest that a relatively s
able fraction of latex particles undergoes deposition in
secondary minimum. In this case, the bimodal shape o
particle breakthrough curve suggests two populations of
ticles traveling through the column. The location of the fi
maximum corresponds to the location of the peak obta
without any depletion interaction. Thus, the first parti
population exiting the column comprises particles which
not interact with the collector surface. We theorize that
second population exiting the column, at about 0.3 pore
umes later, results from particles that interacted with
collector surface and, consequently, had a longer resid
time in the column. As one can see in Fig. 7, the bimo
character of the particle concentration profile (first peak
more discernable at higher silica concentrations, where
secondary energy well is deeper. For the latter, the ratio o
tarded to freely traveling particle populations increases
to the longer time needed for the detachment process.
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When the energy wells are sufficiently large, howev
such as greater than 10kT , the probability of a particle
detaching from the secondary well becomes small eno
that the capture can be considered effectively irrevers
For this case, the particle recovery in the first outlet p
would be substantially less than 100%. In addition, when
silica particles are removed, eliminating the secondary w
the captured particles would be released and the cumul
recovery for the first two peaks should be, in princip
near 100%. Again, this trend can be seen in Figs. 5c,
and 7c. Especially noticeable here is the additional rec
ery obtained upon removing the silica particles, which
not observed at the lower silica concentrations. It sho
be noted, also, that despite the deep secondary minim
at the highest silica concentration, the bimodal chara
of the first peak in Fig. 7c, corresponding to the low
flow rate, is clearly visible. This suggests that revers
(short-time) deposition of the latex particles also ta
place at the highest silica concentration. This is most lik
due to collector surface heterogeneity, which results
modification of the predicted interaction energy profile a
the secondary energy well depth.

While the trends observed in the measured breakthro
curves are consistent with the predicted energy profile
is also apparent that significant discrepancies arise w
attempting a more quantitative comparison. For exam
in Figs. 6c and 7c, the cumulative recovery obtained e
after the silica particles are removed is still much le
than 100%. We attribute these discrepancies to the pres
of surface charge heterogeneities. For example, if the ch
density on the glass collector beads is not uniform,
added depletion attraction could be sufficient to overco
the primary energy barrier in regions where the cha
density is low, thus allowing deposition into the de
primary minimum. Because of the strong van der Wa
attractive force, particles in the primary minimum wou
not be released upon removing the silica nanopartic
and they could even remain attached upon replacing
electrolyte solution with deionized water (i.e., increasing
strength of the electrostatic repulsion). This would expl
the relatively low cumulative recoveries in all three pea
seen in Figs. 6c and 7c. The impact of collector surf
charge heterogeneity on particle transport in packed colu
has been investigated by numerous researchers [32] a
thought to be the reason for the finite deposition obser
even in systems where the particle-collector interactio
predicted to be strongly repulsive.

Another contributing cause could be the local variabi
in the charge on the latex particles as well as the distribu
in the charge density of the particles themselves. As s
in Table 1, the standard deviation in the measured
potential, 15 mV, was approximately 14% of the mean va
This variability could result in the more highly charg
particles passing through the bed and the lower cha
particles becoming captured in the primary minimum.
e

s

5.3. Residence time vs flow rate effects

The graphs in Figs. 5–7 clearly indicate that at a fix
concentration of silica nanoparticles, the flow rate thro
the packed bed has also a pronounced effect on the tran
and retention behavior of the latex particles. In gene
in the presence of the silica nanoparticles, increasing
flow rate reduces the number of particles that rema
deposited in the bed. Two possible explanations for
observation were explored. First, the smaller numbe
captured particles could simply result from the sma
residence time in the column (i.e., fewer chances for
particles to interact with the collector beads). Second,
higher velocities could exert a greater hydrodynamic d
force on the captured particles. Hence, it is possible tha
greater breakthrough resulted from hydrodynamic facilita
release of latex particles from the secondary energy w
The later should affect not only the particle recovery,
also the shape of the particle breakthrough curves.

To test the relative contributions of these two effects,
ran two additional series of experiments (described ea
in Section 3.4). The first series used the same condit
as those in Fig. 7c (i.e., 3% silica and 0.15 cm3/min flow
rate), except that the length of the packed bed of g
beads was reduced from 14.8 to 7.4 cm. This means tha
hydrodynamic conditions in the bed remained essentially
same as in Fig. 7c, while the residence time in the bed
reduced by half. The results of this first series are sh
in Fig. 9. As seen, the particle recovery in the first pe
increased from 34 to 56% (meaning that fewer partic
remain captured), while the recovery in the second p
(upon removal of the silica) decreased from 27 to 17% (ag
indicating that fewer particles were captured). Clearly
residence time of the particles in the column is an impor
parameter in determining the fraction of particles that rem
captured.

Fig. 9. Colloid elution profile at flow rateQ = 0.15 cm3/min and silica
concentrationφ = 3% with a 7.4-cm-long column. Arrows indicate time
switching the background solution.
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Fig. 10. Effect of flow rate increase on colloid elution profile at silica c
centrationφ = 3%. For the experiment with silica particles, the volume
flow rate was kept at 0.15 cm3/min up to 2.4 pore volume. Between 2.4 a
2.7 pore volumes, the volumetric flow rate was slowly increased (incre
of approximately 10% every 8 s) up to a final flow rate of 0.60 cm3/min.
Arrow indicates time of switching the flow rate.

The second experimental series was designed to
the effect of the bulk fluid velocity on the particle d
position/detachment process. As described above, the
experiment of this series was performed exactly the s
as that shown in Fig. 7c (i.e., 3% silica and a flow r
of 0.15 cm3/min). In the second step, however, rather th
removing the silica nanospheres, the bulk flow rate was
creased to 0.60 cm3/min. As seen in Fig. 10, 32% of th
initially injected particles were recovered in the first pe
which agrees well with the 34% recovery obtained un
identical conditions in Fig. 7c. However, when the flo
rate was increased to 0.60 cm3/min, an additional recover
of 12% was obtained. These newly released particles w
captured in the bed at the lower flow rate, indicating clea
that the drag force on the captured particles produced b
moving fluid is significant enough to affect their release.

In summary, these additional results show that both
residence time and the velocity in the column are impor
factors in determining the fraction of particles captured
the bed. Furthermore, in addition to the effect of flow rate
particle retention (recovery), it is quite discernable that
shape of the breakthrough curves is generally influence
the flow rate.

6. Concluding remarks

The experiments presented in this paper clearly dem
strate that secondary energy wells produced by a depl
attraction can have a marked effect on the transport
retention behavior of particles traveling through a bed
like-charged collectors. At low nonadsorbing nanopart
concentrations, where the secondary energy well is
a few kT , a fraction of the particle population undergo
slower transport compared to the case of a purely repu
t

t

particle-collector interaction; however, very few particles
main captured in the bed in this case (i.e., the depos
is completely reversible). The observed bimodal shap
the particle breakthrough curves, especially at lower fl
rates, suggests two pathways for particle transport—a
bulk transport of particles and a slower transport of pa
cles affected by the secondary energy well. However, w
the secondary well becomes on the order of 10kT or more,
which occurs upon increasing the nanoparticle concen
tion, a significant fraction of the particles remains captu
in the secondary energy well. Upon removal of the si
nanoparticles and eliminating the secondary well, man
these captured particles are released. The fraction of
ticles remaining captured in the bed was also found to
an increasing function of the particle residence time in
bed and, separately, a decreasing function of the carrier
velocity. This latter dependence suggests that the hydr
namic drag force exerted on particles captured in secon
energy wells can be sufficient to enhance their release.
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